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simple and rapid installation: tally.erp 9 has a simple, menu-driven installation
procedure. the user can install the program files on any drive if the hard disk has

partitions. the user can also specify the name and directory location of the program
files. tally.erp 9 uses minimum hard disk space in the local drive. its installation on
the local disk takes just a few seconds. unlimited multi-user support: a multi-user

version of tally.erp 9 can be installed on a network, having any number of
computers with different operating systems such as win 95, 98, nt, 2000, xp and

linux. internal backup/ restore: tally.erp 9 has an in-built, user-friendly backup and
restore option. tally.erp 9 release 6.0 helps the user to track all the financial

transactions and other activities in the entire organization. it is a big boost for
business growth. it can be used to generate various reports, calculate the salary,
tax, and other such financial reports. tally.0 is not only the best solution for small

and medium businesses, but it is also one of the best solutions for large scale
companies. it is a robust and complete solution that provides all the features and
tools you need to manage all your book keeping activities, from generating and

printing reports to designing business forms and creating the company’s financial
statements.0 is a complete solution that saves time, resources and saves money.

tally.erp 9 release 6.0 helps to reduce the errors that are caused due to
unorganized and inaccurate information. it provides a complete solution that saves
time, resources and saves money. it is a robust and complete solution that saves

time, resources and saves money. it is a complete solution that saves time,
resources and saves money.
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tally erp 9 practice book has
been written for those who are
preparing for tally erp 9 exam.
this book helps you to prepare
for tally erp 9 exam and the
questions which you will be

asked in the exam. so whenever
you want to prepare for tally erp

9 exam, you can use our tally
erp 9 practice book. this

practice book will help you
prepare for your tally erp 9
exams. ojas maru gujarat

provides you the best quality of
practice book for tally erp 9

exams. all the books provided
by us are written by the subject
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experts and are customized
according to the requirement of

the candidate. our practice
books are available in both

english and hindi versions. if
you are interested to purchase
a practice book for tally erp 9
exam, you can log on to our
website: > tally erp 9 study

material is a useful book which
is designed to give the

candidates a clear
understanding of the concepts
to be prepared for the tally erp
9 exam. the book gives a step
by step guide to the candidate,

which will help them in their
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preparation for the tally erp 9
exam. for the preparation of the
tally erp 9 exam, the candidates

can opt from the book or the
practice material which they
find most suitable. the study

material also helps the
candidates to understand the

concepts and prepare them for
the tally erp 9 exam. if the
candidates use our study

material, they can prepare for
the tally erp 9 exam easily. gst

(goods and services tax) is a tax
charged by the government of
india on the transactions in the

country. tally version 6 and
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later has the gst feature. gst is
the full form (goods and

services tax) many version in
tally erp like tally erp 5, tally

erp 6, and tally erp 8 but, tally
erp 9 is the best secure and

more featurable version in tally
so we are presenting a

comprehensive notes books pdf
for tally you can easily

download these notes and pdf
you are landing your destination
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